We propose a method of joint interrogation in a single atom interferometer which overcomes the dead time between consecutive measurements in standard cold atomic fountains. The joint operation enables for a faster averaging of the Dick effect associated with the local oscillator noise in clocks and with vibration noise in cold atom inertial sensors. Such an operation allows achieving the lowest stability limit due to atom shot noise. We demonstrate a multiple joint operation in which up to five clouds of atoms are interrogated simultaneously in a single setup. The essential feature of multiple joint operation, demonstrated here for a micro-wave Ramsey interrogation, can be generalized to go beyond the current stability limit associated with dead times in present-day cold atom interferometer inertial sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, important progress in cold atom physics has established atom interferometry (AI) as a unique tool for precision measurements of time and frequency, and of gravito-inertial effects. Atom interferometry is now addressing various applications ranging from precision measurements of fundamental constants [1] [2] [3] , to inertial navigation [4] [5] [6] , to geophysics [7, 8] and has been proposed for gravitational wave detection (see, e.g. [9] ). In order to address these promising applications beyond the strict scope of atomic physics, new methods must be formulated and demonstrated experimentally to use the full potentialities of AI. The main limitation of current cold atom interferometers is dead times between successive measurements, corresponding to the preparation of the atom source and the detection of the atoms at the output of the interferometer.
In cold atom or ion clocks, dead times lead to the wellknown Dick effect where aliasing of the local oscillator noise results in a degradation of the clock short term sensitivity [10] . Several experiments have previously demonstrated a way to bypass this effect in relative comparisons between two clocks [11] [12] [13] , and in realizing a clock in the specific case of a continuous cold beam atomic source [14] . Zero-dead-time operation of two interleaved atomic clocks was recently demonstrated, resulting in a reduction of the contribution of the local oscillator noise [15] . However, besides the relevance of this proof of principle experiment, this method used two different atomic clocks (interrogated by the same local oscillator) and therefore requires more experimental maintenance as well as control over more systematic effects. Moreover, considering applications to inertial sensors, it is required to interrogate successive atom clouds at the same location in order to reject all parasitic inertial terms, such as centrifugal accelerations of gradients of accelerations.
Here, we propose and demonstrate a new method of joint interrogation of cold atom clouds in a single atomic fountain which overcomes the dead time limitation in atom interferometers of high sensitivity. Our joint interrogation method is inspired from atom juggling methods originally introduced in the context of cold atom collisions in atomic fountain clocks [16] and only realized so far for concurrent measurements [3, 4, 17] . With an innovative and simple control sequence, we demonstrate the joint interrogation of up to 5 cold atom clouds simultaneously, resulting in a long Ramsey interrogation time (800 ms), high sampling rate (up to 5 Hz) and leading to a faster reduction of the Dick effect. As cold atom inertial sensors use more than two light pulses, rejection of the Dick effect associated with vibration noise in these sensors requires more than two clouds being interrogated simultaneously in the same setup. Our multiple joint operation proposes for the first time this possibility and demonstrates it experimentally in a multi-clock configuration.
II. PRINCIPLE OF THE JOINT OPERATION AND EXPERIMENTS
Most cold atom interferometers such as clocks, accelerometers or gyroscopes are sequentially operated in a sequence of total duration T c , and typically consisting of 3 main steps: (i) atom trapping, cooling, and preparation; (ii) N-microwave-or-light-pulse AI sequence (Ramsey-like interrogation with a total duration T ); (iii) atomic state detection. Here we present experiments operating in joint mode (T c = T ) or multiple joint mode (T /T c = 2, 3, 4), resulting in a null dead time and enhanced stability of the interferometer.
The normal-mode interferometer is operated sequen- 7 atoms are launched vertically towards the interferometer region using moving molasses with a temperature of 1.3 µK. The launching is followed by a microwave pulse selecting 6 × 10 6 atoms in the |F = 3, m F = 0 state, which are used for interferometry. Light pulse interferometry is realized using co-propagating Raman lasers which couple the |F = 3, m F = 0 and |F = 4, m F = 0 clock levels characterized by an hyperfine splitting of 9.192 GHz. Several windows enable versatile configurations for the interferometer where interrogation times up to 800 ms can be reached. In this work, we perform a Ramsey interrogation using two π/2 Raman pulses symmetric with respect to the apogee of the atom trajectory (see Fig. 1b) ). Experimentally, the joint operation implies to trap a cloud of atoms in the bottom part of the chamber, while another atom cloud is in the interferometer or detection regions. This is a form of juggling with the clouds without re-capture [16] .
A microwave pulse prepares atoms in the non-magnetic (m F = 0) state before the interferometer in order to maximise the interferometer contrast. The selection is performed on the |F = 4, m F = +1 → |F = 3, m F = 0 transition which is separated from the clock transition using a bias field of 18 mG. This scheme allows avoiding perturbation of the atoms being interrogated in the Ramsey zone by the microwave selection radiation.
With π/2 pulses of duration τ p = 22 µs (Rabi frequency Ω R /2π = 11.4 kHz), the phase sensitivity extrapolated at 1 s of the 2-pulse Raman interferometer for the normal (T = 480 ms, T c = 900 ms) and joint mode (T c = T = 480 ms) operations are 13 mrad and 16 mrad, respectively (see Fig. 2 , black circles and blue rhombus). The sensitivity is limited by both the performance of the Raman laser phase lock system and by the detection noise. The small difference in detection noise can be explained by fringe contrast loss from 50% to 30% when implementing the joint operation. This contrast loss originates from the stray light scattered from the MOT atoms which interacts with the atoms in the interferometer region, starting 0.5 m above, transferring them in unwanted states. Moreover, this stray light induces light shift on the interference fringes (see Appendix A, Fig. 5 ). The effects of the MOT scattered light could be suppressed with the use of a vacuum compatible controllable shutter [18] between the MOT and interrogation regions. We observe a 14-fold gain in frequency stability from normal to joint mode at 60 s. Integrating to this frequency stability level in normal operation would require 12 000 s.
III. REJECTION OF THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR NOISE IN JOINT OPERATION
The phase of the 2-pulse atom interferometer is determined by the Raman laser phase difference imprinted on the atomic wave-function at the light pulses; at time t i it reads ∆Φ i = φ(T + t i ) − φ(t i ), where φ(t) is the Raman laser relative phase. In the case of a white relative phase noise and after N cycles, the variance ∆Φ 2 N of the accumulated atomic phase is inversely proportional to N . In the time domain, this means that the phase Allan deviation scales as 1/ √ τ (τ is the integration time), which is the well-known result for successive uncorrelated measurements. With the cycle time T c equal to the Ramsey time T , the second laser pulse φ(T + t i ) of cloud i is the same as the first pulse φ(t i+1 ) of cloud i + 1: φ(T + t i ) = φ(t i+1 ). As a result, the consecutive phase terms in the accumulated atomic phase cancel each other, so that the variance of the accumulated phase ∆Φ scales as 1/N 2 (Allan deviation of phase ∼ 1/τ ). In other words the joint operation rejects the aliasing of the local oscillator noise (here the Raman laser relative phase noise) usually encountered when performing independent measurements of the phase with dead times. The rejection applies as long as the local oscillator noise spectrum has a bandwidth lower than the pulse Rabi frequency Ω R . We quantitatively analyze the rejection efficiency below.
To demonstrate the local oscillator (LO) phase noise rejection, we introduce a white noise of controlled amplitude and bandwidth in the Raman laser phase lock loop. The noise is generated using a Direct Digital Synthesizer (SRS DS345) and filtered by an analog 115 dB/octave low-pass filter (SR 650). The spectrum of added noise and the details of its calibration are given in the Appendix B, Fig. 6. Fig. 2 shows the measured phase Allan deviation (ADEV) for a white noise of 400 Hz bandwidth (green squares), well below the Rabi frequency of 11.4 kHz. We clearly observe the expected 1/τ scaling of the joint operation. A change of slope in the ADEV is observed at 60 s when reaching the uncorrelated noise floor at a level of 1 × 10 −13 in relative frequency stability, corresponding to detection noise. Fig.2 thus show that the joint operation allows fast averaging to the fundamental noise linked to the detection noise even with a low stability local oscillator.
The joint operation efficiently rejects the Dick effect associated with low frequencies in the LO noise, but the rejection is less efficient for LO noise bandwidths f cut higher than the Raman pulse Rabi frequency f R = Ω R /2π. In the following we explore the limits of the rejection. Fig. 3 presents phase ADEV for measurements corresponding to LO noise bandwidths of 400 Hz (a), 3.85 kHz (b) and 61 kHz (c). The 1/τ region expands over longer interrogation times for f cut = 400 Hz than for f c = 3.85 kHz. In the latter case, the Allan deviation changes its slope after ∼ 10 s of integration time. In the 61 kHz case, the 1/τ scaling is no longer visible: the joint mode no longer samples the LO noise so that there exists no correlation between successive measurements.
To quantitatively analyse our data, we use the AI sensitivity function formalism, which provides the response of the atom interferometer to a perturbation at a given frequency [19, 20] . The Allan variance of the phase reads:
2 is the interferometer sensitivity function, S φ (ω) is the noise power spectral density of the Raman laser relative phase, and τ = mT c ; m is therefore the number of averaged samples in the calculation of the Allan variance. The 2-pulse inteferometer sensitivity function is given by [19, 20] :
(2) with τ p the duration of the Raman π/2 pulse. Using the measured white Raman phase noise levels S φ (ω) = S 0 (Fig. 6 ) and evaluating Eq. (1) numerically, we obtained the dashed lines in Figs. 3 a)-c) for the normal mode (T c = 900 ms, T = 480 ms) and for the joint mode (T c = T +τ p ). Our calculation reproduces well the experimental results, without free parameter. In particular, the change of slope from τ −1 to τ −1/2 is well captured. It occurs at the point in time when the contribution of the high frequency noise (f cut > f R ) starts overcoming the low frequency noise contributions (f cut < f R ) which are well correlated in successive joint measurements.
IV. MULTIPLE JOINT OPERATION
We now present the extension of our method to a multiple joint operation where we interleave more than two atom interferometry measurements. This ability is essential to reject the Dick effect associated with vibration noise in cold atom inertial sensors which use more than two light pulses to build the interferometer and thus require more than two clouds being jointly interrogated. The agility of our experimental setup allows us to further enhance the interferometric sensitivity by juggling with more than two atom clouds, resulting in a cycle time mode is limited by the duration of preparation of the cold atoms. In our setup, we used a 150 ms long MOT loading stage where the detection noise is at the limit between quantum projection noise and technical noise. Going beyond could be achieved with optimum loading of the MOT.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a new method for operating an atom interferometer in a joint configuration where five atom clouds are interrogated simultaneously by common interrogation lasers. Our method highly rejects the Dick effect present in standard atomic fountains operated with dead times. It enables faster averaging of the phase noise to achieve the fundamental noise floor linked to the detection noise. This method remains efficient as soon as the noise frequency components are below the pulse Rabi frequency. We also demonstrated an extension of this method to a multiple joint scheme, where several interleaved interrogations result in further improvement of the stability.
The joint method enables to run microwave frequency standards at best performances (i.e. at the quantum projection noise limit) without sophisticated and expensive ultra-stable oscillator [21] [22] [23] by canceling the Dick effect (and increasing the locking bandwidth of the local oscillator). Our method can be directly used for rejection of parasitic vibrations in cold atom inertial sensors operated with dead times. In such systems in which the signal is fluctuating, dead times not only reduce drastically the stability but lead to loss of information [24] . Moreover, the multiple joint operation gives access to high frequency components while maintaining high sensitivity linked to long interaction times achievable with cold atom sensors.
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